Combination (5% Hydroquinone, 0.1% Tretinoin and 1% Hydrocortisone) Cream in Treating Facial Hyperpigmentation: A Retrospective Patient Satisfaction Survey
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Abstract
Background: Melasma and post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation provide a significant source of psychosocial morbidity, especially in those with Fitzpatrick skin types III-VI. In Europe, a proprietary product aimed at treating these conditions, similar to Kligman’s formula but with a longer expiry date, has become available. Objectives: To assess patient satisfaction with a newly available combination de-pigmenting preparation. Methods: We conducted a small study to see if patients felt that this new product affected their quality of life and skin symptoms from hyperpigmentation. 41 subjects, who had all been prescribed a 15 g tube to use sparingly at night for 90 days within the last 12 months were telephoned to rate the effect the cream had on their quality of life and skin symptom improvement. Each patient also had their Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) score assessed. Results: Out of the 29 patients who responded to the study, 22 had melasma and 7 had post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation from acne. 21 subjects felt that the cream made either a marked or moderate improvement on their quality of life and 23 subjects felt that the cream made either a marked or moderate improvement on their skin symptoms. Conclusion: Patients reported improvement in both hyperpigmentation and quality of life, suggesting a high level of satisfaction with treatment. The long shelf life of the product may also promote compliance and reduce health-care costs.
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1. Introduction

Melasma and post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation provide a significant source of psychosocial morbidity, especially in those with Fitzpatrick skin types III-VI. Kligman’s formula was the mainstay of topical depigmenting therapy but occasionally induced skin irritation [1]. Further, it has a short shelf life and high cost, when compounded to order by pharmacists. In Europe, a proprietary product, with a long expiry date, has become available, which may influence treatment effectiveness by reduced cost manufacture from compounding and increased patient use as a result of the longer shelf life. Its ingredients, hydroquinone 5%, tretinoin 0.1% and hydrocortisone 1%, are similar to Kligman’s formula.

2. Methods

We studied the effect the proprietary cream had in improving a patient’s quality of life and the symptoms they experienced from their skin. 41 subjects, who had all been prescribed a 15 g tube to use sparingly at night for 90 days within the last 12 months were telephoned to rate the effect the cream had on their quality of life and skin symptom (subjective hyperpigmentation assessment) improvement. They were each asked to rate this as either a marked, moderate or mild improvement or as no improvement. Each patient also had their Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) score assessed.

3. Results

The mean post treatment DLQI was 4.4 (range 1 - 10). Those patients deriving the most benefit from the treatment were those making a 15 g tube last 60 days or more. Of the 7 patients reporting skin irritation and peeling following use, [5] had finished a 15 g tube of cream in less than 30 days (Figure 1).

4. Discussion

Melasma and post-inflammatory facial acne scarring are notoriously difficult conditions to treat. Topical agents, superficial chemical skin peels or laser treatment, are often required to attempt to reduce the appearances of hyperpigmentation. Laser treatment has significant risks of worsening hyperpigmentation, especially in darker skin types III-VI. Other agents in addition to photo and oestrogen avoidance to manage melasma include topical methimazole [2], oral tranexamic acid [3], kojic acid [4] and mulberry [5] (Morus alba). Patients in our study reported improvement in both skin symptoms (92%) and quality of life (88%), suggesting a high level of satis-
faction with treatment. The advantages of the long shelf life product may also include decreased cost via decreased physician and pharmacist time. The data collected indicate that treatment with the new product effectively improves self-assessed quality of life and hyperpigmentation.
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